Introduction: Maxwellian probability density functions (PDFs) of polarisation mode dispersion (PMD) and differential group delay (DGD) arc the generally accepted function when modelling, emulating, link budgeting, and comparing experimental results in fibres. PMD is the mean of DGD over wavelength. The DGD Maxwellian PDF results from the assumption that many randomly combined birefringent fibre sections can describe a highly-mode coupled fibre.
The rotational angles of the fibre sections are allowed to vary randomly, and then by using the DGD recursion relation [ I ] a Maxwellian PDF can be produced. If the fibre sections are, however, not allowed to have a random rotation (and are thus biased in some manner) one can be certain that a Maxwellian DGD PDF will not be generated. System outage probability calculations assume a Maxwellian PDF. 
(1) Inlroduclion: Joint source/channel coding is an efficient approach for coding and transmining images over noisy channels. It is envisioned that better performance with less complexity and reduced delay can be achieved by coding the source and channel jointly rather than
scparately. Yet, for images transmined over binary symmetric channels (BSC), one of the best known results is obtained with a tandem framework, that is, compression of large size blocks followed by efficient forward enor correction [I] . Such schemes are however subject to an inherent probability of incomplete decoding. They are, in addition, designed for a fixed channel and perform poorly under channel mismatch conditions. To date no joint source/channel scheme with good performance has been found and it remains unclear whether it is possible to obtain similar performance to traditional techniques with the joint source/channel approach. Classical examples of joint source/channel coding schemes are the channel-optimised quantisers in which the encoder dispenses with the use of channel codes and protection is attained by trading-off empty encoding regions in R" and quantisation performance. One can seek channel optimisation with both the Lloyd-Max type quantizers [2] or with Trellis-coded quantisers [3] . For Gaussian memoryless sources these quantisers can attain better MSE performance, for moderatc block length, than their tandem counterparts [Z] albeit severely perturbed by annoying impulsivc noise artifacts.
Several schemes have been proposed to tackle the problem of
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After classification the 64 variances (one for each subband in each class) are computed. These are quantised with 16 bits each. Together with the classification map and the bit allocation matrices (one for each class), these constitute the data that is ttansmined as side information. Since they represent just a small amount of information, a simple code can protect it, just as in 161. After normalisation, the subbands are robust quantised. The robust quantiser works by first scrambling the subband coefficients and then scalar quantising each sequence of cocfficients. The scrambling is accomplished by adding a reference pseudo-noise sequence to the phase of the DFT of the subband coefficients [6].
Decoding is simply the reverse process: after the side information is decoded the coefficients obtained from the SQ indices are phasedescrambled and de-normalised. The reconshucted image is thus obtained after the LT synthesis stage.
Bit allocation is crucial to ensure good performance. We have used an algorithm similar to that presented in [9], based on a steepest descent method. The algorithm attcmpts to find a set of rates R= ( r l , 0 , . . . , r,") such that distortion is minimised while still maintaining the overall bit rate i With (rj, d,(rj)) denoting the ratedistortion pair associated with the ith string of coefficients, the algorithm can be summarired as follows:
that the Laplacian-like coefficients are mnsformed into near-Gaussian coefficients prior to channel-optimised scalar quantisation (COSQ). Note that the source distribution reshaping increases quantisation performance since, as pointed out in [6], COSQ, for generalised Gaussian dismbutions, performs better for larger shape parameters. Also phase scrambling spreads the impulsive noise thus drastically reducing the perceptual effect. An extension o f [6] to channel-optimised trellis-coded quantisers provided further performance improvement at the expense of the extra complexity brought by the TCQ [7] . Following the same approach o f [6] we propose some modifications seeking to improve the overall performance of joint source channel coding methods. To begin with we replaced wavelet decomposition by the lapped transform (LT). The block-based nature of LT allows for the use of efficient block classification strategies coupled with a steepcst descent bit allocation method. It was in fact shown that significant gains can be obtained over the traditional scheme in d,<ri) is the distortion produced by the transmission of the quantised coefficients (assumed Gaussian) over the BSC. The algorithm is fast and yields near-optimal allocation.
Results: The proposed scheme has be analysed by simulating the transmission of Lena and Goldhill 512 x 512 pixel images cwer a BSC. Several o f the LTs discussed in [ I O ] have been investigatedthe results presented were obtained with the 8 x 16 generalised lapped bi-orthogonal transform (GBLT), selected for its good reconstruction performance. All the results presented are averages taken over 10 simulation mns. Fig. 2 shows the performance of the proposed scheme, at a rate of I bpp, for several channel cross probabilities.
To highlight the effectiveness ofvariant I of the novel scheme (i.e. the one with classification) its performance is displayed against the results obtained for variation 11 (without classification) as well as that of the A-RQ scheme of [6] and ofthe robust CO-TCQ (Lena image only) of [7] . As can be seen, a performance better than that in (61, and equivalent to that of the CO-TCQ method of [7] , has been achieved with the lapped transforms together with the bit allocation strategy (variant I scheme). If in addition, classification under the EMNSD criterion is incorporated (variant II), gains up IO 2.2dB can be /ol. 38 No. 79
